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Abstract
DOPING EFFECTS ON ORGANIC INTERFACES
Cortney Bougher
B.S., Appalachian State University
M.S., Appalachian State University

Chairperson: Brad R. Conrad

Organic semiconductors are an important technology currently being used in
applications such as organic LED displays, flexible solar cell panels, transparent
transistors, and other low-cost electronics. Organic electronics are an integral area of
research because these organic semiconductors can be lightweight, flexible, and
biodegradable with low-cost production methods such as ink-jet or roll-to-roll
printing. These inexpensive mass production techniques require solution deposition of
the organic material. While single crystal organic semiconductors have been shown to
exhibit carrier mobilities comparable to the silicon currently used in photovoltaics,
during solution deposition of common organic semiconducting materials the resultant
thin film is often polycrystalline. Device performance and electrical properties of
organic thin-film transistors are highly dependent on crystal structure and molecular
packing. In polycrystalline thin films, boundary regions between crystal grains can
affect the overall performance of devices, as crystal structure and packing may differ
from that of the surrounding crystal regions. These boundary regions may also serve
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as defect sites, allowing environmental factors, such as oxygen content and humidity,
to alter local charge transport through devices. We utilize Kelvin Probe Force
Microscopy (KPFM), a mode of tapping Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), to
characterize how grain boundaries alter local conductivity and device performance as
a function of doping in 2,8-difluoro-5,11-triethysilylethynyl anthradithiophene (diF
TESADT) thin-film transistor surfaces. Device voltage drops at grain boundaries are
characterized as a function of both atmospheric dopants and transition time between
dopants.
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INTRODUCTION
Organic semiconductors are an important, developing technology that can be used in
making flexible solar cells, organic LED displays, simple transistor switches, and low-cost
electronics1,2. While organic LEDs are the most commercially successful class of the organic
electronics to date, the development of low-cost organic circuitry has made major advances
within the last decade. Examples of these advances include an organic, flexible, non-volatile,
64-bit memory cell3, a flexible, ultrathin solar cell which is semi-transparent and has high
internal efficiencies4, and ultra-high mobility transparent organic transistors, with reported
electronic mobilities as large as 43 cm2/Vs 5. Advances such as these highlight the potential
of organic materials to change and improve the ways technology is used. The potential for
low-cost fabrication on a variety of non-traditional surfaces could allow for seamless
technology on a vast scale6. Recently, advances in high-performance organic semiconductors
that are designed to be solution processable have allowed this vision to be more clearly
realized. Through the optimization of the materials to be used in solution deposition
fabrication techniques, the dream of large-scale device fabrication on arbitrary surfaces can
be fully realized.
From a purely theoretical point of view, physical vapor deposition is the easiest
deposition method to model and cleanest system to design. Unfortunately, devices produced
using this method are expensive and have shown a large variance in morphological structure
and electrical behavior7,8. In sharp contrast, deposition through doctor blading, ink-jet, and
1

printing press style deposition onto flexible substrates such as plastic and paper can be
extremely fast and an efficient use of potentially expensive materials9–13. Furthermore, these
methods are often used in the mass production of printed materials. Since these highefficiency methods primarily use solution deposition, analogous laboratory scale fabrication
methods such as spin-coating, ink-jet, and drop casting are commonly used to simulate the
large scale methods. While inherently a more complicated deposition method, thin films
deposited by solution are the most technically relevant and must be studied if the relative cost
per device is to be decreased. Specifically, solution deposited organic thin films display a
unique set of morphological and electrical characteristics are an area of intense research
within the field, and a focus of this thesis.
There are several mechanisms which limit device performance in thin-film organic
electronic devices; a schematic of an organic thin-film transistor is given in Fig. 1. Charge
transport from the metal electrode into the organic semiconductor has been a long standing
problem within the field14,15. The interaction of the semiconductor and gate dielectric for FET

FIG 1. TFT device geometry: p-doped electrode (grey),
thermally grown SiO2 gate dielectric (brown), AU/Ti source
and drain contacts (yellow), and diF TESADT thin-film
organic semiconductor (blue).
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devices can also limit charge carrier densities and therefore device performance.16 For thinfilm transistors the conduction of charge carriers in the first few molecular layers normal to
the conduction channel of the device determines the bulk electronic properties of the film17–
19

; however, one of the largest problems associated with thin-film growth of organic

electronics is the bulk film morphology and the ability to control material crystallization.
Polycrystalline films that display transport characteristics that vary with local crystallization,
specifically the conduction between grains, and relative crystal orientation has been a point
of much study.20 Since ideally these devices are to be used in ambient conditions and
complex environments, possible doping of the film grain boundaries and even the bulk thinfilm material has been of particular interest.21,22 It has been shown that doping increases with
the presence of grains and grain boundaries, in comparison to solely local bulk crystal
interfaces22,23. While both chemical and gas doping is relevant to organic thin-film transistor
development, atmospheric doping provides a unique system to study for devices to be used in
the most likely common set of conditions.
It is well known that the electrical performances of both organic and inorganic
transistors are highly dependent on the crystal structure of the bulk organic material24–26.
Goetz and colleagues demonstrate this dependence, as well as the relationship between
chemical structure and bulk crystal structure, in a study of commercially relevant
anthradithiophene derivatives25. The molecule difluoro tri-sec-butylsilylethynyl
anthradithiophene (F-TSBS-ADT) has three benzene rings in a linear chain backbone
structure, as shown in Fig. 2. Using F-TSBS-ADT as a point for comparison, the backbone
length was increased to four benzene rings in F-TSBS tetracenedithiophene (F-TSBS-TDT),
and to five benzene rings for F-TSBS pentacenedithiophene (F-TSBS-PDT). While different
3

only in the length of the backbone structure, these three molecules yield devices with very
different crystal structure and electrical properties. Goetz determined that crystalline order
and intermolecule 𝜋-stacking were increased with increased backbone length, and that this

FIG 2. Chemical structure F TSBS ADT

directly correlated with enhance electrical performance. The electrical mobility of F-TSBSPDT is three orders of magnitude larger than that of F-TSBS-ADT. Goetz and many others27–
29

show that altering the chemical structure of organic molecules greatly impacts

morphology, and therefore electrical performance. Once high performance organic
semiconductors have been identified, optimization of growth modes and device fabrication
techniques is required. Another method of modifying film growth and morphology is through
chemical modification of the growth surfaces, specifically the electrodes.
Such surface treatments are often used in organic transistor device fabrication
because such treatments increase 𝜋-𝜋 overlap of semiconductor molecules and crystalline
order in bulk films30,31. Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction shows that, with perfluorinated
benzene thiol used as a Au drain and source contact surface treatment, diF-TESADT forms a
crystal structure in the (001) mode.31,32 The diF-TESADT (001) crystal orientation is
preferential in this case because the 𝜋-plane is perpendicular to the surface, enabling charge
transport parallel to the surface through the conduction channel. On untreated Au contacts
4

and dielectric material diF-TESADT forms crystals in the (111) mode. In this mode the
molecules are perpendicular to the surface and charge transport through the conduction
channel is inhibited. Kline reports that diF-TESADT TFTs with untreated contacts exhibit 10
times lower mobilities than those with PFBT treated contacts, for channel lengths 5 to 50
µm.32 The work presented here utilizes 25 µm channel length diF TESADT solution
processed devices. As such, PFBT treatments are thus used to improve crystallinity at the Au
contacts and improve device mobility.
Additional work on PFBT self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) has shown
improvement in diF TESADT crystallinity for Au contact TFT devices.25,31,32 The interaction
between PFBT and diF TESADT was examined by Ward and colleagues by using
monofluorinated SAMs to investigate the role of the position of the halogen F on the PFBT
molecule in device structure and on electronic performance.33 The F-F interaction is
proposed to be the primary driver of crystal orientation relative to the surface of the diF
TESADT molecule on the Au surface.33,34 Untreated, 2-, and 3-MFBT treated contacts all
yield a mixture of the preferable (001) and undesired (111) molecular orientations; however,
the 4-MFBT and PFBT treated contacts exhibit only the (001) orientation and yield
significantly higher mobilities than those treatments which produce a mixture of orientations,
corroborating the idea that 𝜋-𝜋 overlap is a strong predictor of electronic performance of
organic semiconductors. Ward and coworkers suggest that the F-F interaction at the 4
position on the thiol benzene ring in PFBT, as discussed by Huston and colleagues34, is the
dominant interaction between the organic semiconductor molecule and the SAM treatment. It
is important to note that this position on the molecule backbone also provides the strongest FF intermolecular interaction. Thus it can be stated that the interaction between PFBT and diF
5

TESADT is shown to yield devices with favorable crystalline structure and higher mobilities
when compared to that of other MFBT treated or untreated devices.
Because of the limited lateral growth from the electrodes reported by Gundlach31, the
bridging of the conduction channel by diF TESADT crystals for devices with channel length
less than 25 µm is necessary for good charge transport through the conduction channel. This
bridging effect does not, however, mean that crystal grains extend from one electrode, across
the entire conduction channel, to the opposite electrode. During deposition of the diF
TESADT film, crystal grains preferentially nucleate on the PFBT-treated Au contacts. These
crystal grains grown across the entire contact, often growing out 10 µm from the contact onto

FIG 3. 50x magnified optical micrographs of the conduction channel of diF TESADT thin-film transistors where channel length
L is (a) 25 µm, and (b) 75 µm.

the dielectric material. As seen in Fig. 3, crystal grains extend from each electrode into the
conduction channel. For the L = 25 µm device, shown in Fig. 3a, these two fronts of grains
extending from the conduction channel meet in the center of channel, yielding a large grain
boundary that extends the entire width of the conduction channel. This large grain boundary
is highlighted in the optical image given in Fig. 4, which is shown at 50 times magnification.
The diF TESADT film is approximately 100 nm thick, and the large grain boundary is 20 nm
6

deep. The large grain boundary does not extend through the film to the oxide layer. As this is
a distinct boundary region between the crystal structures extending from each electrode, this
large grain boundary is an impediment to charge carrier mobility within the conduction
channel; however, behavior at the large grain boundary is not well understood.

FIG 4. 50x magnified optical image of the conduction
channel of a diF TESADT device in which the large grain
boundary is highlighted. This grain boundary arises from
crystal grains extending from the electrodes and meeting in
the conduction channel.

Solution deposition of small organic molecule semiconductors, such as diF TESADT,
often yields polycrystalline films, an example of which can be seen on the Au electrodes in
Fig. 3. The role of grain boundaries in polycrystalline organic TFTs in relation to electron
mobility degradation has been investigated.22,35–38 One such study, performed by Weitz and
colleagues, found that the degradation of an organic device was increased with a
polycrystalline thin-film semiconductor22 due to ambient gas molecules at grain boundaries.
Weitz fabricated bis(1H,1Hperfluorobutyl)-dicyano-perylene tetracarboxylic diimide
(C3F7CH2-PTCDI-(CN)2 TFTs using two film growth techniques, solution grown single
crystals and vacuum deposition of polycrystalline films. The electron mobility of these three
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devices was measured periodically over 50 000 minutes while the devices were stored in
ambient air. It was observed that the electron mobility of the polycrystalline thin-film device
decreased by an order of magnitude over 14 000 minutes while electron mobility of the
single crystal devices stays approximately constant. This difference in the degradation of
electron mobility is attributed to the high density of grain boundaries in the polycrystalline
films. The disorder and reorientation of molecules at grain boundaries should allow for the
inclusion of ambient gas molecules in these boundary regions much more easily than single
crystal or encapsulated devices. Additional evidence is provided when Chen and coworkers
studied bis(tri-isopropylsilylethynyl) (TIPS) pentacene thin films and found that mobility at
the grain boundaries was about seven orders of magnitude lower than that of single crystal
TIPS pentacene.39 For other systems, including diF TES ADT, it is likely that grain
boundaries significantly impact the device performance of polycrystalline devices.
Polycrystalline devices should have lower electron mobilities and performance will likely
degrade over time in comparison to single crystal devices.
Focusing on the electronic changes that can occur at grain boundaries, the effects of
gas doping have been reported for various organic devices22,40–43. Jurchescu and colleagues
studied how light exposure effects the process by which oxygen enhances charge carrier
density in pentacene single crystals.41 When measurements were taken in a dark
environment, conductivity of the pentacene crystal went up by 25% with exposure to dry air,
and conductivity went down by 45% with exposure to ambient air; however, in the same
experiment when identical measurements were taken in an ambient light environment, the
conductivity of the pentacene single crystal went up by 67% in dry air and by 50% in
ambient air. The differences observed in the electrical properties illustrate two mechanisms,
8

the effects of O2 and H2O. Since H2O molecules are polar, they will act as trapping sites44
and will increase energetic disorder,45 thus decreasing conductivity in the pentacene crystal.
In addition to measuring these changes in the conductivity of the pentacene devices with
exposure to dry and ambient air, Jurchescu determined that O2 is incorporated into the crystal
structure, as confirmed by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of a pentacene single crystal
upon exposure to dry air. The electronegativity of O2 causes an increase in the observed hole
density in pentacene crystals. This increase in hole density is shown to be enhanced with
exposure to ambient light, and the negative effect of H2O is overcome41. Additionally,
Jurchescu shows that the most significant uptake of air into the single crystal occurs within
approximately 200 minutes of exposure to dry air. Thus, it is expected that molecular oxygen
should increase device performance and molecular water should decrease electrical
performance, but the effect of water may be limited by the greater positive effect of oxygen.
In contrast to Jurchescu’s single crystal study, Ye and coworkers examined the
electrical performance of pentacene TFTs under O2 and H2O. Upon exposure to O2, carrier
mobility was shown to increase over 300 minutes. After the first exposure to O2, this increase
in carrier mobility was also shown to be reversible under high vacuum.42 The pentacene
TFTs were also exposed to H2O by placing them in air with a relative humidity of 80%, an
increase in carrier mobility is seen over the first 120 minutes of exposure to H2O, followed
by a decrease to the initial mobility value over the following 180 minutes. Ye concludes that
there are several competing effects within the device: inclusion of O2 within the grain
boundaries increases charge mobility, physically absorbed H2O degrades device
performance, and over longer exposures chemically absorbed H2O can enhance performance
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in pentacene TFTs, due to p-doping as a result of pentacene/(H20)n.42 The inclusion of O2
will be the focus of this work, quantification of this effect is vital if it is to be understood.
To partially probe these changes due to atmospheric doping, an important in-situ
electrical characterization technique called Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM), a
tapping mode of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), has previously been used to qualitatively
image the surface potential of diF-TESADT TFTs.46 Teague and colleagues utilized KPFM
to correlate surface potential and topographical features of diF TESADT TFTs. By
correlating the surface potential and topography of a TFT conduction channel, morphological
influences on electronic transport through the conduction channel were found. A 5 µm
channel length diF TESADT device was imaged with KPFM; it should be noted that grain
size is comparable to channel length and thus there is no large grain boundary within the
device conduction channel46, as is seen in larger channel length devices.31,33 The KPFM
potential image and corresponding AFM topographic image can be examined together, so
that the behavior of surface potential may be related to topographic features as measured by
AFM. When the device gate voltage is -40 V, there is a 45% voltage loss at the left electrode
edge. This loss indicates that this electrode-organic interface is a significant barrier to charge
transport.46 Zaghloul and coworkers used KPFM to study charging within various
components of micro- and nano-electromechanical systems.47 They performed KPFM
imaging of a charge injected SiNx surface over time, to observe the decay of the charge in the
dielectric. The same KPFM line scan is monitored through time, so that the decay of the
charge injection may be observed. Following a single line scan enables observation of the
evolution of that line across multiple images, while minimizing averaging effects due to pixel
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size. Zaghoul shows that KPFM is a viable tool to observe systems that change in time, such
as the effects of a dynamic local environment or gas intake.
While work done by other groups is insightful and important, the effect of gas doping
at grain boundaries is still not well understood. Specifically, the effects of O2, H2O, and
ambient air on high performance organic thin-film transistors with organic semiconductors
with near-record mobilities for polycrystalline films, such as diF TESADT, are not well
known. To this effect, several experiments have been conducted to understand the effects and
mechanisms of these gas dopants and monitor their behavior as a function of time. KPFM
has been utilized to image the surface potential and topography of the conduction channel of
diF TESADT thin-film organic transistors in gas dopant environments.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATA
The organic semiconductor used in this work is fluorinated 5,11bis(triethylsilylethynyl) anthradithiophene (diF TESADT). diF TESADT is a solutionprocessable, p-type organic semiconductor48, the chemical structure of diF TESADT is given
in Fig. 5. The backbone structure of this molecule is an anthradithiophene,49,50 with
triethylsilylethynyl side groups for improved solubility. When solution deposited TESADT
has been shown to produce an amorphous film, to improve crystallinity as well as stability

FIG 5. Chemical structure of diF TESADT

the molecule is partially fluorinated.51 Both syn- and anti-isomers are present, this does not
significantly affect the behavior of the semiconductor.49 The molecule is synthesized as
reported by Subramanian and coworkers.51
DiF TESADT thin-film transistor devices for this work were fabricated using the
spin-coat method. Pre-manufactured SiO2 substrates with 5 nm Ti and 45 nm Au electrode
patterns were used as the base of the samples. Samples were sonicated in acetone, sonicated
in isopropanol alcohol, cleaned with UV-O3, rinsed in H2O, and dried under N2. The PFBT
treatment was prepared by sonicating in ethanol, and applying the treatment to the substrate.
The samples were then sonicated in ethanol, rinsed with acetone, and dried in N2. The diF
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TESADT was then sonicated in a chlorobenzene solvent for 5 minutes, heated at 55˚C, and
spin-coat deposited onto the surface of the samples. Samples were stored in high vacuum
overnight, at least 12 hours prior to any experiment. The following day optical images were
taken of conduction channels of various devices, and all devices on the sample were
electrically characterized in air.
In the post-fabrication characterization of the tested diF TESADT devices polarized
optical images are taken. Such an optical micrograph of an entire device at 5 times

FIG 6. A polarized optical image of a single diF TESADT
thin-film transistor device, device width is 1000 µm,
channel length is 25 µm.

magnification is shown in Fig. 6. This image is typical of all devices utilized in this work,
with conduction channel width of 1000 µm and length of 25 µm. The polarized optical image
of the conduction channel of a 25 µm channel-length device is shown in Fig. 7. Large crystal
grains are seen both on top of the electrodes and extending up to 10 µm outward from the
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FIG 7. A polarized optical image of the conduction channel
of a 25 µm channel-length device. Note the formation of
large grains on the electrodes and extending outwards from
both electrodes.

FIG 8. Current-voltage curves for a typical diF TESADT TFT device. The square root of the absolute value of the sourcedrain current is plotted versus the gate-drain voltage on the left axis. The absolute value of the source-drain current is plotted
as a function of gate-source voltage. Typical devices have a saturation µ of 0.12 cm2/Vs and an on/off current ratio of 106.

electrodes. The grains extend outward into the conduction channel of the device as described
by Gundlach and coworkers31, forming a large grain boundary through the center of the
conduction channel. The device current as a function of gate-source voltage shows these
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devices have an on/off current ratio of 106, as seen in Fig. 8 which shows the absolute current
and square root of absolute current as a function of gate-source voltage. Electrical
characterization of many devices shows an average saturation mobility of 0.12 cm2/Vs.
To enable real-time characterization of working devices, devices were imaged via
KPFM while wired in a transistor device configuration. To facilitate the desired
measurements, the device was electrically isolated from the sample chuck of the AFM
chamber. A Keithley 2612a power supply was used to output -40 V to the gate electrode,
and to provide the -5 V source-drain voltage. A schematic of this wiring scheme is presented
in Fig. 1. With the device wired in this configuration, a 40 µm by 40 µm area centered over

FIG 9. A KPFM potential image of the conduction
channel of a diF TESADT thin-film transistor device.
This image is 40 µm x 40 µm, the pixel size is 78 nm x
78 nm, and the height range is 4.39 V.

the conduction channel of the device was imaged. An example KPFM potential image of the
conduction channel of a diF TESADT thin-film transistor taken in ambient air is shown in
Fig. 9, this image is 40 µm x 40 µm, with 512 samples per line and 512 lines. The lightest
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areas in Fig. 10 correspond to the highest surface potential, and the darkest areas correspond
to the lowest surface potential; the potential range in this example KPFM image is 4.39 ±
0.01V. Much of this work included exposing the same devices to different dopant gases for
specific measurements. Prior to all imaging experiments, samples were placed in high
vacuum of less than 10-6 Torr for at least 720 minutes, as it has been shown absorption of
atmospheric dopant gases by organic crystals can be reversed.41,42
With this experimental setup, three separate experiments were performed. The goal of
the single gas doping experiment was to measure voltage drops along the large grain
boundary under a single gas dopant. Prior to imaging, the vacuum chamber was filled with
the dopant gas. After the sample had been exposed to the dopant gas for 60 minutes, the
sample was moved to the AFM chamber. Multiple sites across multiple 25 µm channel length

FIG 10. (a) AFM topography and (b) KPFM potential images of the conduction channel, 40 µm x 40 µm, 512 pixels
per line, 512 lines per image. The source and drain electrodes are highlighted with dotted lines.

devices were imaged and the site location was recorded. The sample was then removed from
the AFM chamber to high vacuum, and the dopant exposure process repeated. The same sites
16

on each device were imaged under each dopant gas,: O2, N2, dry air, and ambient air. This
process yielded a set of images for each specific site; these images were minimally processed
and aligned using Scanned Probe Image Processor (SPIP). All images in this work were
processed using a 0th order global flattening algorithm.
An example of the resultant AFM and KPFM images with source and drain electrodes
highlighted by dotted lines, shown in the 40 µm x 40 µm images of Figs. 10a and 10b,
respectively. To analyze the difference in potential drops across the large grain boundary for

FIG 11. (a) An example of a difference image, here between N2 and O2. (b) The horizontal gradient of difference image
(a). Brighter pixels correspond to a larger voltage gradient value dV/dx. The large grain boundary is visible in the
conduction channel of both (a) and (b).

each dopant gas, the aligned potential images were subtracted. Such a resultant difference of
electrical potential images is shown in Fig. 11a, where a conduction channel under O2 image
is subtracted from the aligned conduction channel under N2 image. This subtraction image
shows the difference between the image taken in an O2 environment and the image taken in a
N2 environment and the brightest pixels correspond to the largest difference. The horizontal
gradient was calculated for the difference image of Fig. 11a and is shown in Fig. 11b; in this
17

image many ridges and valleys can be seen, these are regions of greatest horizontal change in
the voltage gradient. This figure shows that the degree of change in electric potential drop
over the large grain boundary can be quantified. Correspondingly, Fig. 12 outlines the
method in which the voltage gradient dV/dx was quantified. An individual horizontal line
profile was taken from the gradient image, such as Fig. 12, and the maximum magnitude of
the voltage gradient relative to the surrounding voltage gradient values at the large grain
boundary measured. This measurement was repeated for 10% of the lines for each gradient
image and the resulting measurements were averaged. These lines were selected at even

FIG 12. Horizontal gradient of N2 – O2, as seen in Fig. 11,
with an individual line scan shown below for comparison.
The dotted line indicates the line scan on the horizontal
gradient image, the arrows indicate the voltage gradient
peak at the large grain boundary on the image and the line
scan. Here the voltage gradient is 33 nV/µm.
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intervals across the image. Due to noise in the voltage gradient image overwhelming the
voltage gradient measurement on many line profiles, the voltage gradient was quantified for
approximately 50 lines. Those average voltage gradient values are given in table I with
uncertainties determined by the standard deviation of the mean of the values. Table I gives
the mean voltage gradient dV/dx and the average fractional change in voltage gradient for the
image subtractions between N2 and O2, N2 and ambient air, and N2 and dry air, and shows
that the deviation in the mean of the reported values is of the same order of the mean value
itself. This result suggests that the variation of the voltage gradient along the large grain
boundary is too great to average over an entire image. This result is not unexpected since
pixel sizes are on the order of 80 nm and local grain boundary morphology can vary greatly
on much smaller length scales, up to that of the molecule size itself. Such local variance
would greatly vary the capacitive charge buildup and, therefore also, the local mobility.
TABLE I. The mean voltage gradient dV/dx at the large grain boundary and average fractional change in voltage gradient at
the large grain boundary. Values are averaged over measurements from 50 line profile scans.

Specific Subtraction

Mean Voltage Gradient,
dV/dx (mV/µm)

Average Fractional Change
in voltage gradient,
dV/dx (nV/µm)

N –O

0.21 ± 0.22

-0.11 ± 0.20

N – Ambient

0.26 ± 0.30

0.08 ± 0.18

N – Dry Air

0.70 ± 0.55

-0.05 ± 0.21

2

2

2

2
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Since the averaging of the voltage gradient dV/dx could not be done over an entire
image because of the large variations due to morphology, the voltage gradient dV/dx was
quantified locally. Figure 13a shows a single dopant KPFM potential image, and the
horizontal gradient of that potential image is given in Fig. 13b. A line profile was taken at the
grain boundary for each image and synchronized to ensure the same line was measured in
both images. On the gradient image, there is a peak in the line profile at the large grain
boundary. The magnitude and exact position along the line profile of the full-width half max
of this peak were found, as indicated in Fig. 13b. This length and position was used as the

FIG 13. (a) A KPFM potential image with a line profile averaged over a 6-pixel width across the
large grain boundary. (b) The horizontal gradient of (a) with the corresponding line profile. The
FWHM peak indicated by arrows in (b) was used to determine the lateral distance over which to
measure the voltage gradient, dV/dx, indicated by arrows in (a).

region over which the voltage gradient in the potential image was measured, averaged over
0.5 µm to provide a local determination of the voltage gradient dV/dx. This process was
repeated for N2, O2, dry air, and ambient air. Using this analysis technique, values of the
voltage gradient had been measured on the same devices under nitrogen, oxygen, dry air, and
ambient air. The fractional change in the voltage gradient from nitrogen to each of the other
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gases was found and is given in Table I. As with the previous analysis method, in which the
voltage gradient was averaged over the entire image, the variation in the average fractional
change was very large.
The time dependent experiments aimed to quantify changes in the voltage gradient at
the large grain boundary within the conduction channel. The structure of this device and the
interactions between the film and the local environment are complex, thus, a method for
quantifying the effects in a meaningful way is needed. For the second experiment, the timetransition experiment, the aim was to observe the evolution of the voltage gradient as the
local environment changed from N2 to a dopant gas, ambient air or dry air. Prior to imaging
the conduction channel of the diF TESADT device, the sample was under high vacuum and
subsequently the vacuum chamber was filled with N2. After the device had been exposed to
the dopant gas of choice for 60 minutes, the device was transported to the AFM chamber.
The device was imaged with KPFM under local N2 doping for 100 minutes, at which time
local doping of N2 ceased and the AFM chamber was opened to ambient laboratory air.
KPFM imaging continued for more than 1000 minutes, capturing over 40 images of the
surface while transitioning from N2 to ambient air at 25 minute intervals. This process was
repeated for the transition from N2 gas to dry air.
The continuous imaging of the conduction channel resulted in a series of images that
show the time dependent behavior of the device while transitioning between dopant gases.
KPFM images taken were 40 µm by 40 µm, are 512 pixels per line, with 512 lines per image,
as seen in the example images in Fig. 11, and were imaged at a 0.7 Hz scan rate, resulting in
a 25 minute scan time per image. From a series of such images, changes in the potential
image can be seen; specifically, the height value of the surface potential at a given feature
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does not remain constant through time. Direct image subtraction analysis, as performed on
the data from the first experiment and described above, was performed; however, with the
time dependent series of images, voltage gradient measurements were taken at the same
position along the large grain boundary on each horizontal gradient image. These voltage
gradient values were plotted as a function of time, as seen in Fig. 14. Upon inspection, this
analysis method was abandoned, the measurements taken from the gradient of the subtraction

FIG 14. The voltage gradient dV/dx as a function of time exposure to ambient air.

images were inconsistent and it was believed that the high amount of image processing
required for this analysis method could produce invalid results.
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Another analysis method was devised to better understand the evolution of the
potential data. All images were aligned, and the same single line profile was plotted from
each image in the time series. An example of these line profiles plotted along with the
corresponding topographical height profile is given in Fig. 15. In this figure, the potential
line profiles are plotted alongside the topographic height line profile so that features in the

FIG 15. The surface potential and height line profiles of the conduction channel of a diF TESADT TFT under the transition
from N2 to dry air. (top) The surface potential line profiles depict the evolution of drain-source voltage VDS over a 1000
minute transition between dopant gases. (bottom) The height line profile corresponding to the surface potential lines in (top).

surface potential behavior of the device may be related to morphological features in the diF
TESADT film. It can be seen that the potential drops in the conduction channel are not static
in time with exposure to ambient air, the potential line profiles shift and the slope change
from line to line. To quantify the change in the potential drops, the derivative of the potential
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line profiles was taken and plotted with the corresponding height line profile, as seen in Fig.
16. The shaded region in Fig. 16 corresponds to the large grain boundary where it can be
seen that the magnitude of the voltage gradient peaks at the large grain boundary
changes through time. To measure this change in the magnitude of the voltage gradient peaks
under ambient air, the peak values of each of the voltage gradient lines at the large grain

FIG16. The voltage gradient and height line profiles of the conduction channel of a diF TESADT TFT under the transition
from N2 to dry air. (top) The voltage gradient line profiles depict the evolution of the voltage gradient dV/dx over a 1000
minute transition between dopant gases. (bottom) The height line profile corresponding to the voltage gradient lines in (top).
The shaded region indicates the large grain boundary region.

boundary were plotted versus time, as seen in Fig. 17. This analysis process was repeated for
the time-transition from dry air to ambient air, the peak values at the large grain boundary of
the voltage gradient dV/dx lines plotted versus time is given in Fig. 18. The peak voltage
gradient at the large grain boundary decreases by 57% in the first 300 minutes of imaging for
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the transition from N2 to ambient air, and decreases by 48% in the first 525 minutes of
imaging for the transition from dry air to ambient air, see Table II. For both experiments the
peak voltage gradient at the large grain boundary plateaus after the initial increase, as seen in
Figs. 17 and 18.
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FIG 17. The normalized peak voltage gradient values dV/dx as a function of imaging time over the time transition from N2
to ambient air. Data error bars are the full width half max of the line profile.
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FIG 18. The normalized peak voltage gradient values dV/dx as a function of imaging time over the time transition from dry
air to ambient air. Data error bars are the full width half max of the line profile.

For the time dependent steady state experiment, devices were imaged as a function of
time via KPFM in a steady-state environment, only being exposed to one dopant gas. In one
set of experiments, the device was exposed to pure N2 gas for 60 minutes and moved to the
AFM chamber. This device was imaged with KPFM under local N2 doping for at least 720
minutes and repeated for dry air. The resultant time dependent series of images of the surface
potential and topography of the conduction channel under a single gas dopant were analyzed.
The line profile analysis, as described above, was performed on this image set. The
maximum voltage gradient values at the large grain boundary were plotted versus time under
steady-state N2 doping in Fig. 19 and steady-state dry air doping figure 20. As seen in Fig.
19, the peak voltage gradient at the large grain boundary increases
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FIG 19. The normalized peak voltage gradient values dV/dx as a function of imaging time in N2 for the time dependent
steady state in nitrogen experiment. Data error bars are the full width half max of the line profile .

by 33% in the first 250 minutes of imaging during pure N2 gas exposure, while the peak
voltage gradient at the large grain boundary decreases by 37% in the first 270 minutes of
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FIG 20. The normalized peak voltage gradient values dV/dx as a function of imaging time in dry air for the time
dependent steady state in dry air experiment. Data error bars are the full-width half-max of the line profile.

imaging in dry air, as tabulated in Table II. Similarly to the time transition experiment, the
peak voltage gradient in dry air remains relatively constant after the initial decrease, as can
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be seen in Fig. 20. Additionally, in N2 the peak voltage gradient is seen to decrease by 15 %
over the 250 minutes following the initial increase, as seen in Fig. 19.
TABLE II. The normalized voltage gradient dV/dx at the large grain boundary for all time dependent experiments, and the
time in minutes of the initial change.

Grain boundary
normalized voltage
gradient, dV/dx

Grain boundary time
of initial change
(min)

Steady state N2

33 ± 3% increase

250

Steady state dry air

37 ± 3% decrease

270

Dry air to ambient
air

48 ± 5% decrease

525

N2 to Ambient Air

57 ± 5% decrease

300

In addition to the evolution of the magnitude of the voltage gradient at the large grain
boundary, the horizontal position of the voltage gradient peak was tracked over time. This
position was plotted as the horizontal distance from the large grain boundary versus imaging
time. A representative plot for the time transition experiment from N2 to ambient air is given
in Fig. 21, where a positive distance indicates movement toward the drain electrode. This
figure is exemplary of position versus time plots for all time dependent experiments. The
voltage gradient peak shifts away from the large grain boundary toward the drain electrode,
shifting a total of approximately 2 µm over 1100 minutes.
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FIG 21. Distance from large grain boundary of voltage gradient dV/dx peak position as a function of imaging time in
ambient air. Error bars indicate pixel size.
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DISCUSSION
The initial line profile scan in N2, shown in blue in Fig. 15, gives a voltage gradient of
0.5 V/µm across the large grain boundary, which is in agreement with similar measurements
by Teague and colleagues46. The voltage gradient is proportional to a local resistance to
charge transport through the large grain boundary. As shown above in Fig. 20, the
measurement of the large grain boundary in pure N2 gas displays an initial increase in
resistance followed by a decrease in resistance, resulting in an overall decrease in the
resistance at the large grain boundary of less than 15%. This resistance change in an inert
atmosphere of pure N2 indicates a bias-stress effect, or a change in current-voltage
characteristics with the application of voltages over long periods of time. Bias stress can
occur due to trapping at the semiconductor dielectric interface or from defects in the
semiconductor itself52.
For comparison, the time dependent steady-state experiment in a dry air environment,
shown in Fig. 21, shows the effect of molecular oxygen on the electrical behavior at the grain
boundary. In dry air, the local resistance of the large grain boundary initially decreases by
37%. Previous studies by Hu53 and Hirose35 have shown that oxygen easily diffuses into
grain boundaries. These results are consistent with oxygen intercalation at the large grain
boundary. Furthermore, Jurchescu has shown that oxygen, in general, increases local
conductivity and positively impacts local electronic transport by attracting generating holes
and thereby increasing the number of charge carriers available for conduction41. The local
measurement in the voltage gradient dV/dx, which is proportional to a local measurement of
resistance, decreases as the oxygen doping within the diF TESADT film increases,
suggesting agreement in both mechanism and measured effect.
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The time-transition of the measurement of dV/dx at the large grain boundary from a
pure N2 environment to an ambient laboratory air environment shows a relatively large
decrease of 57%. The observed dV/dx behavior is similar to that of the steady-state
measurement of dV/dx of the large grain boundary in dry air, even with the additional
diffusion of H2O into the large grain boundary. While it is expected that H2O will decrease
device performance21,54, it has been shown that oxygen may counteract the negative effects of
water in organic devices.41 Additionally, applying a bias across the device and continuously
imaging the same site for long periods of time may cause surface heating. An increase in
surface temperature may evaporate some H2O from the surface and grain boundaries,
decreasing any possible effect seen due to H2O. These results show a resistance decrease that
is proportional to the current increase reported by Jurchescu for pentacene single crystal
devices exposed to ambient air and light, however the effect reported here takes 6 times
longer to occur.
To confirm that the cause is of the resistance decrease of the measurement of local
voltage gradient dV/dx at the large grain boundary from a pure N2 environment to an ambient
laboratory air environment is due to the inclusion of oxygen in the system and not water, a
time-transition measurement of a system from a dry air environment to an ambient air
environment is examined, as seen in Fig. 18. The observed trend in voltage gradient is similar
to the time-transition from N2 to ambient air; the resistance decreases initially and then
plateaus. The magnitude of the resistance decrease is 57% for the time-transition from N2 to
ambient air, greater than the decrease of 48% for the time-transition from dry air to ambient
air. This discrepancy is due to the oxygen doping that occurs prior to imaging for the
transition from dry air to ambient air. Thus we see that the addition of H2O to the local
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environment in the presence of oxygen does not significantly impact device behavior at the
large grain boundary, the effect of H2O must be less than a 10% change.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
We have utilized KPFM to quantify the effects of gas doping at the large grain
boundary in diF TESADT TFTs. Over an 800 minute exposure to N2, local resistance at the
large grain boundary increased by 15%. This increase is attributed to bias stress in the device.
The steady state in dry air, time transition N2 to ambient air, and time transition dry air to
ambient air all show a decrease in local resistance at the large grain boundary. Thus, O2
decreases local resistance, O2 and H2O decrease local resistance, and slowly adding H2O in
the presence of O2 decreases local resistance. We conclude that the primary cause of the
observed resistance decrease is due to O2 at the large grain boundary.
While the steady state experiment in dry air shows a decrease in local resistance of
37%, both time transition experiments show a decrease of 50% in local resistance. Thus,
when H2O is present, the decrease in resistance is larger. H2O is affecting the local electrical
performance; however, it is difficult to decouple the effects of H2O and O2 from these
experiments. To better understand the effect of H2O, a steady state experiment in ambient air
would be helpful. Additionally, it would be useful to take device electrical measurements
before and after each experiment so that the results presented here may be put into context of
overall device performance changes.
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